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BC HOTEL ASSOCIATION REPORT

This year marks the 100th anniversary of 
the British Columbia Hotel Association 
(BCHA). We have been proudly serving the 
industry for the last century, which seems 
like an incredible length of time, especially 
considering that Canada is just celebrating 
its own 150th anniversary this year. The 
accommodation industry has long been an 
important part of the fabric of this country. 
With road-side inns forming the foundation 
of small towns in the north and interior, 
and island resort hotels contributing to the 
developing infrastructure of otherwise sleepy 
towns, our members have a proud history 
of building communities. We are excited to 
spend this landmark year reflecting on and 
celebrating the contributions of our members, 
and looking at ways that the BCHA can 
support our industry moving forward. 

You’ve likely already noticed that we’ve 
taken this historic year to revamp some of 
our association materials. We’ve refreshed 
the look of InnFocus, working with the 
team at EMC Publications to create a more 
engaging magazine that still brings you the 
best industry news, but in great new package. 
We’ve also redesigned and updated our 
website. The new site is easier to navigate 
for members and prospective members 
and clearly lays out our mission and values. 
We want our look to reflect the quality and 
modernity of our membership as we forge 
ahead into our next century of service.

Once again, we look forward to celebrating 
the hospitality industry at SUMMIT 2017 

in Victoria. This year, the BCHA and ABLE 
BC are proud to announce the inaugural 
hospitality industry awards, where we will 
be honouring the Hotelier of the Century 
as well as Hotelier of the Year for 2016. 
Following the success of last year’s SUMMIT 
event in Kelowna, we anticipate another 
engaging conference, filled with educational 
seminars, engaging talks, and networking 
opportunities. This year’s event features 
exciting sessions with topics from Creating 
an Engaged Financial Leadership Team 
and Distributing and Retailing Recreational 
Cannabis, to keynotes on participating in 
real conversations on social media and 
making smart decisions when it comes to 
your hotel’s security. Join us for drinks in the 
Marketplace Reception before we move into 
the Industry Dinner on Monday night, where 
we will be showcasing some of the history of 
our organization and presenting our awards.

While we take time to reflect on our rich 
history, we are also excited to announce the 
return of our popular Millennial Panel, as we 
hear from those young, driven voices that will 
take us into the next 100 years. 

The SUMMIT conference is a great 
opportunity for our association to engage our 
membership, offer educational sessions on 
topics that are often overlooked, and provide 
a point of connection with the vetted vendors 
and programs we’ve worked hard to secure 
over the last year. We encourage each hotelier 
to speak with a few of these suppliers, to see 
what opportunities for savings are available. 

Our preferred providers are motivated to 
find our membership the best savings, so 
engagement and opening those lines of 
communication is key.

We remain focused, as always, on 
advocating for our members across the 
province. We continue to work with the 
Tourism Industry Association on addressing 
the growing concerns around short-term 
rentals (STR) and the increasing scarcity 
of affordable accommodation throughout 
BC. As more landlords switch their monthly 
rental units over to nightly usage, market 
forces are not able to react quickly enough. 
The remaining monthly rental stock has 
seen rental rates increasing beyond the 
normal rates, and as a result potential and 
existing staff struggle to find affordable 
accommodation. In the past year, we’ve had an 
increasing number of employers short-staffed 
across the high season due to this housing 
shortage. With this in mind, we encourage 
our membership to reach out to their local 
representatives. Local governments need 
to be the ones taking lead on this important 
issue, taking action to slow the shrinking 
monthly rental availability, and ensuring 
that the workers in their communities have 
regulated, affordable housing options.

The BCHA takes great pride in celebrating 
100 years of service to our members. We look 
forward to many more years representing the 
interests of the accommodation industry, its 
employees and their communities. 

2017: A Year to Celebrate and Look Forward

by David MacKenzie

www.buhlerhospitality.com
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When, Where, and How 
to Put Money Back into 
your Property

Renew, 
Renovate, 

“Old.” “Outdated.” “Needs a makeover.” “Tired.”
Aside from “bedbugs,” those are some of the worst words you 
can read about your property when it’s reviewed on sites like 
TripAdvisor or Yelp. “You don’t want to be dated,” cautions Mandy 
Farmer, president of Accent Inns. Not when your neighbour down 
the road has a shiny new look and speedy new Internet server.
And that means reinvesting in your property is essential.

by Joanne Sasvari

Accent Inns - Suite Livingroom
Photo courtesy of Accent Inns

Reinvest

InnFocus   5   
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“Of course you need to upgrade. Technology 
is getting better. Design is getting better,” 
says Evangeline Imperial, vice-president of 
sales and marketing for the Westin Grand in 
Vancouver. “It’s so competitive, the market. 
It’s hard not to invest in your property.”

But where do you start? What’s most 
important? What, if anything can you leave 
out?

Dial in to Technology
Imperial can’t imagine any aspect of her 
hotel that would not be worth investing in. 
“If you just want to maintain your position in 
the market, you have to invest in your people 
and your property,” she states.

But probably the first place to start is with 
technology. As J.D. Power & Associates has 
noted, wireless Internet is the top “must have” 
amenity for global consumers. 

“Wi-Fi is so important these days,” 
Farmer explains. “That’s one of the biggest 
complaints hotels get. And I can’t believe 
some hotels still charge for Wi-Fi.” 

Room service apps, iPad concierge, 
property management systems, and social 
networking can improve communications 
both internally and externally. Business 
customers especially demand up-to-the 
minute technology: online check-in and 
check-out, in-room connectivity and, of 
course, somewhere to charge your phone 
and laptop.

That’s why the Westin Grand has just 
added multiple charging stations in each 
room as well as flat-screen TVs where guests 
can plug their computer in to watch movies or 
do some work. “Before, we never had docking 
stations,” Imperial says. “Now everybody has 
a device, including 10-year-olds and 12-year-
olds, that needs to be charged.”

Design for Success
Next to technology, décor is the most obvious 
area for upgrading.

“Design changes so rapidly,” Imperial says. 
“Before, black and beige was the in thing. 
Now it’s light and airy.”

The Westin Grand is nearing the end of 
a multi-phase renovation that has replaced 

Renovation not only 
makes a property stay 
competitive, but can 
attract new business.

the black marble and brown décor with white 
and blue. “We’re taking advantage of visual 
elements of the destination. The colours are 
like water,” Imperial says. The new look is 
not only fresh and modern, it also reflects 
the Westin’s brand identity as a leader in 
“wellness in travel.” “It’s very contemporary, 
but with a twist,” explains Imperial.

Similarly, Accent Inns just finished 
renovating all five properties. “We’ve got a 
new room design and it’s beautiful,” Farmer 
says. 

For the first time, all 655 guest rooms will 
have the same look. Until this renovation, 
the chain used to do a rolling renovation, 
completing a few rooms here, then a few 
rooms there. It spread the financial burden 
out over five or six years, but it had its 
drawbacks too. “We were always renovating,” 
Farmer reports. “And we were never going to 
have a consistent product.”

Hotel design experts note that renovation 
not only makes a property stay competitive, 
but can attract new business—for instance, 
a chic bar can draw locals as well as guests 
and well-planned conference spaces can 
generate event revenue. And don’t forget 
the lobby: It is what creates both the first and 
lasting impression of a property.

Hendricks resto lounge – Westin Grand 
Photo courtesy of Vision Event Photography

www.texpro.net
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Get the Goods
There can, however, be no style without 
substance.

For one thing, the furniture may look pretty, 
but it also has to be well-made, especially 
when it comes to the bed. 

“It’s got to be a quality mattress. Some 
hotels aren’t consistent with updating the 
mattresses,” Farmer says. “The other thing 
I find a real challenge is case goods.” Until 
the late 1990s, hotel furniture was sturdy and 
made to last, she says. “Now it’s cheap stuff. 
You see all these dings. It’s horrible. I see a 
lot of hoteliers hanging on to 1990s furniture 
just because it lasts. It’s dated, but it lasts.”

Likewise, designing a stylish restaurant 
isn’t worth the money unless you also 
invest in quality food and drink. The US 
National Restaurant Association reports 
that consumers are increasingly demanding 
healthier food,  locally  sourced and 
sustainable ingredients, kids’ menus, and 
unique establishments with local ties.

That’s why the Westin Grand recently 
relaunched its restaurant as Hendricks resto 
lounge with a healthy menu and a not-quite-
so-healthy signature cocktail program that 
taps into Vancouver’s vibrant craft cocktail 
trend.

“We’re housing these people, we need 
to feed them,” Imperial says. “The idea is to 
capture them for breakfast, lunch and dinner.”

HVS, a hotel valuation service company 
with offices around the world, also notes 
that it’s easy to focus on superficial design 
elements while leaving back-of-house 
investments like heating, plumbing, elevators 

and the like until they are close to failure. 
Fixing those before they become a problem 
saves money, not just on repairs, but on utility 
and energy costs.

Besides, it’s a great way to avoid customers 
posting complaints about noisy elevators, 
overheated rooms and under-pressurized 
showers.

Spend Smart
If all that sounds like it costs a lot of money, 
well, it does.

Farmer estimates that it costs $1,000 to 
$2,000 a guest room to keep it up to date—
and when you multiply that by 655, she says, 
“It’s huge.” As for the renos for the company’s 
retro chic boutique Hotel Zed brand, “It was 
millions and millions of dollars per property.” 
However, she comments, “I do have a couple 
of tricks up my sleeve.”

The first is planning ahead for what she 
knows will be a big expense when the next 
renos roll around. “We know we’re having a 
huge hit in seven years, so we’re saving for 
it. We have all the money ear-marked for it, 
so it won’t hurt as much.”

The other trick is knowing what to update 
and what not to bother with. “For the longest 
time you couldn’t be a four star if you didn’t 
have vinyl wallpaper and baseboards. Now 
they don’t say that,” she says, adding that 
sometimes a quick refresh can just mean new 
drawer pulls or a quick coat of paint.

“Sometimes you don’t need to get rid of 
the whole lamp,” she says, “just replace the 
lampshade.”

Westin Grand -Roasted carrots with hummus
Photo by KK Law, courtesy of Westin Grand

www.intello.com
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The BC Hotel Association (BCHA) was 
established on April 9th, 1917. While the 
details of our very early years are not as 
concrete, the impact that our organization 
and our members have had across the 
province is clear. Formed following the 
first convention of the Hotel Innkeeper’s 
Association of the Dominion of Canada in 
Winnipeg in September 1913, the BCHA 
shaped the foundation of the province’s 
hospitality industry. As more people filtered 
into and through BC, regional hotel keepers 
saw a need for a unified approach to the 
challenges they faced in this new economic 
climate. While there may have been few 
formal properties in the beginning, those 
in operation offered all the amenities and 
pleasures of the time.  

It is well known that the history of the 
accommodation industry is often closely tied 
to that of liquor, and the BCHA’s origins are 
no different. In 1924 a bill was passed in the 
legislature, giving hotels the exclusive right 
to sell beer by the glass. This regulation 
gave way to a boom of hotel construction 
to keep up with the licenses issued to sell 
draft beer. The close link between liquor 
and hotels was further cemented in a 1943 
Colonist advertisement and public service 
announcement from the BCHA that stated 
the association’s commitment to advocating 
for the hospitality industry as a whole. 

“The Association subscribes to the principle 
of moderation, but believes that temperance 
must be taught and not forced. Prohibition and 
compulsion have been proven ineffective in 
the past… The present curtailment of the beer 
allowance for the hotels of British Columbia 
is a restriction of personal liberty and is not 

in the interest of the common good or of the 
successful conduct of the war…. But of far 
greater importance is the psychological effect 
of these new government restrictions upon the 
men of the Armed Services, the War Worker 
and the Private Citizen–who regard their right 
to a glass of beer, if they want it, as their own 
personal right and privilege. Fairness and equity 
to all citizens is the very foundation of an all-out 
War Effort.”

The BCHA has been a long-standing voice 
for the hospitality industry, and ultimately the 
communities served by its members. Whether 
it’s advocating for taxation that brings 
in much-needed revenue for community 
infrastructure projects, drawing attention to 
a growing affordable housing shortage, or 
during World War II in Vancouver, insisting 
on the importance of access to a cold beer, 
the BCHA has worked tirelessly to represent 
the best interests of its members. 

With a look back at our rich history, we 
recognize the role that hotels have played in 
establishing a vibrant tourism industry and 

contributing to the strong BC economy. Our 
members stand out as landmarks in their 
communities, with images of The Fairmont 
Empress Hotel in Victoria, or the Rosewood 
Hotel Georgia in Vancouver immediately evoking 
a sense of place, history, and legacy. The last 
century of service has seen our membership 
grow and change. Each of our members holds a 
piece of our history, and we are excited to spend 
this historic year celebrating with you.

We invite our members, new and old, to 
send along their stories and photos that 
celebrate the best of BC’s hotel history. As 
we reflect on 100 years, we also look forward 
to continuing our important work for our 
membership and community.

Celebrating BCHA’s 100th Anniversary

by Stacey Sellars100 YEARS OF BCHA
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Did You Know?
An innkeeper, livery-stable keeper or boarding-
stable keeper who has a lien upon a horse, other 
animal or carriage for the value or price of any food 
or accommodation supplied, or for care or labour 
bestowed thereon, has, in addition to all other 
remedies provided by law, the right, in case the 
same remains unpaid for two weeks, to sell by public 
auction the horse, animal or carriage on giving two 
weeks notice of the intended sale by advertisement 
in a newspaper published in the municipality in which 
the inn, livery stable or boarding stable is situate 
or, in case there is no newspaper published in the 
municipality, in a newspaper published nearest to the 
inn, livery stable or boarding stable. 
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NAMES IN THE NEWS

New Members
The BC Hotel Association welcomes new member Sandman Hotel 
Abbotsford Airport.
These associate members also recently joined the association:
Ceridian HCM, Markham
Dynamic Specialty Vehicles Ltd, Surrey
Guest Supply Canada a Sysco Company, Mississauga
Lexco International Trading Company, Delta
Nerval Corporation, Edmonton
Printhink Solutions Inc., Richmond
RHB Enterprises Inc., Mississauga
Sealed Air Diversey Care, Mississauga
Stylus Sofas, Burnaby
Sunco Communications and Installations Ltd., Edmonton
The Bus Centre, Acheson
Wood Wyant Canada Inc., Coquitlam

People
Peter Finamore has joined Fairmont 
Hotels and Resorts as Regional VP, 
Pacific Northwest overseeing six 
properties and GM of The Fairmont 
Pacific Rim in Vancouver. Finamore 
brings over 35 years of hospitality 
experience and has worked with 

acclaimed properties around the world 
in the UK, Philippines, Taiwan, Saudi Arabia, Hong Kong SAR, Macau 
SAR and locations across the US. 

Awards
Congratulations to Bonnie Buckhiester 
of Buckhiester Management for 
winning the Hospitality Sales & 
Marketing Association International’s 
Top 25 Extraordinar y Minds in 
Hospitality Sales, Marketing, Revenue 
Optimization for 2016.

For the sixth time in seven years, Fairmont Vancouver Airport has 
been awarded Best Airport Hotel in North America at the 2017 World 
Airport Awards held in Amsterdam. 

Eleven hotels in BC made it on TripAdvisor’s 2017 Traveler’s Choice list 
of Top 25 Hotels in Canada: L’Hermitage Hotel, Vancouver;  Magnolia 
Hotel and Spa, Victoria; The Fairmont Pacific Rim, Vancouver; 
Wickaninnish Inn and The Pointe Restaurant, Tofino; Loden Hotel, 
Vancouver;  Wedgewood Hotel & Spa, Vancouver; Nita Lake Lodge, 
Whistler; Opus Hotel, Vancouver; Rosewood Hotel Georgia, Vancouver; 
Sonora Resort, Sonora Island; and Painted Boat Resort, Madeira Park.

Eight BC cities and towns are on trivago’s Best Value Destinations 
of 2017 list for Canada. Kelowna, Kamloops, and Victoria made the 
Top Cities list. Smithers, Hope, Quesnel, Port Alberni and Prince 
Rupert are 2017 Best Value Small Towns.

The New York Times put Canada in the top spot of its “52 Places to 
go in 2017” list.

Associations
Destination BC’s new Tourism Marketing Committee members are Erika 
Stenson (Head of Marketing and Business Development, Royal BC 
Museum) and Tom Rosner (Vice President Marketing & Sales, Resorts 
of the Canadian Rockies). Board members Josie Tyabji and Loring 
Phinney will also serve on the TMC.

go2HR, BC’s tourism human resource association, welcomes 
Stephanie Mallalieu to the position of Industry Health & Safety Specialist.

Acquisitions
British Columbia Investment Management Corp. (BCIMC) sold its 
Vancouver-based SilverBirch chain of 25 hotels to Leadon Investment 
Inc., a subsidiary of an unnamed private equity firm in Hong Kong. 
The hotels sold at an average value of US$124,782/room. 

New General Managers
Olivia Delloch, Inn on the Harbour - Prince Rupert
Martin Leclerc, Westin Bayshore Hotel - Vancouver
Laurent Michel Neveu, BEST WESTERN PLUS Emerald Isle - Sidney 
Roman St. Germain, Executive Hotel Vintage Park - Vancouver

by Joyce Hayne

WHAT’S NEW?

ADTEL’s Digital Signage Program provides your hotel with all of 
its digital display and content management solutions. Your existing 
marketing materials will come to life through their fully managed 
subscription platforms, hosting services, video creation, technical 
support and installation services.  www.adtel.com 

BC tourism and hospitality employers with fewer than 20 employees 
can now participate in a Certificate of Recognition Program (COR) 

that is specifically designed for them. The Small Employer COR 
(SECOR) Program was recently launched by go2HR. The COR 
Program is an occupational health and safety audit, certification and 
incentive program, rewarding employers that go beyond the legal 
requirements by taking the “best practice” approach to health and 
safety in the workplace. 

by Joyce Hayne
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Increasing Your F&B Sales

Fine Dining

My relationship with luxury dine-out began a number of years ago when 
my daughter was living in New York doing her MBA and my credit card 

was a backup for important expenses. Suddenly I started seeing daily 
charges from ‘Seamless web’. When questioning these charges, I was told, 

“Oh, that is a food delivery service. It’s what everyone does here!”

by Daphne Hampson

Delivered

10   InnFocus
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The Food Delivery Service
New York, the UK and Europe were early adopters of the food delivery 
concept that has taken home delivery far beyond pizza and Chinese 
takeout. 

With working families, children and teens in multiple extracurricular 
sports, dance, and music lessons, having home delivery has evolved 
with mobile devices, dynamic taste options, and more educated 
palates. With the simple use of an app, you can choose food from a 
variety of restaurants to bring home or deliver where and when you 
want it on a 24/7 basis.

Generation Z Generates Demand
Those born from 1995 to 2009, are the most knowledgeable about 
technology and have the most adventurous taste buds seeking diverse 
menu options. In a family choosing to order in, different people may 
want different items. My brother with 4 teenagers swears by Deliveroo, a 
UK delivery option. Each of his children might want something different 
and one driver delivers from multiple restaurants to his house. 

Further research into Gen Z, shows that they make up 25% of the 
US population and over 68% dine out once a week. No longer seeking 
the McDonalds’ experience, they are looking for diversity and healthy 
and sustainable choices. This approach to eating out is also evident 
with Millennials and Baby Boomers all of whom are now willing to pay 
more for the “right” food and culinary experience than in recent history.

As Uber and the sharing economy have proliferated, so too have 
they expanded their businesses and cross-marketed with restaurants 
to offer food delivery. When you have booked your ride, depending 
on the time of day, a message pops up as to whether you would like 
breakfast/lunch /dinner on your way. 

www.rhbenterprisesinc.ca
www.restwell.com
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Whistler Dine In
Whistler has long had Whistler Dine In, where there are condo-style 
hotels with kitchens or open-air locations, and people can arrange 
liquor and food from preferred restaurants or grocery stores to be 
delivered where ever they are. Ryan Cooling, Director of Operations 
at Sundial Boutique Hotel, said that the service is the perfect solution 
for guests of his all-suite hotel at the base of the lifts. People come in 
from skiing or mountain biking and are not in the mood for going out, 
but don’t want to cook while they are on holidays. Whistler Dine In 
allows menu items from the best restaurants to be delivered straight to 
their hotel door. “Last weekend a guest elected to watch the fireworks 
from her balcony and take advantage of the vibrant and diverse food 
available.”

An Alternative to Room Service
From a hotelier’s point of view, especially those who don’t have a 
full-service restaurant on-site or don’t offer room service in a limited-
service hotel, proposing a delivery option is a great work around and 
adventure in culinary tourism for hotel guests. One international hotel 
company in England, with a select service brand, said that they had an 
agreement with Deliveroo. “They are reliable, trusted and give great 
service to our guests. It is a great solution for guests who want to dine 
in, yet experience some of the local cuisine while they are working or 
relaxing in their guest room.”

Combining Menus
Millennials and Gen Z fit a 30-hour day into 24 hours. They can 
conjure up anything they want using mobile devices at work or play. 
Food delivery apps are enablers to provide curated food experiences, 
not just delivery services. Since they offer a variety of tastes and 
experiences through one service, the app can help people make their 
meal personal and create their own adventure while satisfying their 
cravings. Several of the apps make suggestions to carefully curate a 
party with different foods collected from different restaurants in the 
neighborhood, building the menu for you. 

A New Revenue Stream
Full-service restaurants are starting to fully embrace this trend. In 
Vancouver, restaurants now market the fact that they are a member 
of Just Eats or Lazy Meal. The apps are set up so the guest knows 
expected delivery times, if there are delays or if items are running 
low, with everything tracked in real-time. As the kitchen staff are there 
anyway, selling extra food increases productivity, profit, and expands 
awareness of the brand. Restaurant owner Rachel Gibson of l’Osteria 
del Orancia on Kings Road, London said that over 15% of their sales 
came from outsourced delivery service. Loyal customers to the physical 
restaurant wanted their dishes when dining at home or entertaining, 
and it worked well to expand their sales and maintain labour efficiency. 

With all the condos that have developed in the last 10 years 
around downtown hotels, there are many potential customers in the 
neighborhoods. Having a connection to online delivery services allows 
distribution and scalability of your food offering to a broader customer 
base, and streamlines the take-out service without having to invest in 
your own delivery or order taking staff. 

Research shows that being connected to a delivery service sees a 
quick increase in business with 30% annual growth in take-out, six 
times the growth in traditional restaurants trying to do it themselves. 
4 of 5 restaurant owners agree that the technology increases sales 
and reaches more customers, makes a restaurant more productive, 
and provides a competitive advantage. 

Building Loyalty
Additionally, these services offer an opportunity to build greater loyalty 
among current restaurant customers while also catching the attention 
of new customers who might not know the restaurant. Like Expedia and 
Booking.com, which have huge marketing dollars for the rooms-side 
of the hotel business, the delivery service apps encourage content 
marketing of the restaurants with great photos, guest feedback and 
experience ranking. A study done in 2015 by The National Restaurant 
Association said that 6 of 10 millennials view availability of takeout and 
delivery as an important factor when choosing restaurants. 

Hotels have been slow to adapt to the take-out phenomenon, but 
based on the experience from free-standing restaurants, it is something 
that they should embrace with open arms. As the focus in hotels turns 
again to creating dynamic restaurants that cater to locals and guests, 
they should be looking at local demand to experience a hotel’s cuisine 
at home and thereby optimize the hotel’s social profile and profit.

Daphne Hampson is a hotel executive with over 30 years of commercial 
and operational experience . She brings in-depth knowledge of the 
food and beverage industry. Daphne runs a hotel consultancy group 
delivering strategic planning and operational restructuring for clients 
including international hotel groups as well as independents, resort 
companies and property developers.   

Whistler Dine In allows menu items from 
the best restaurants to be delivered 

straight to their hotel door.
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Sources:  Destination BC Tourism Indicators, HVS Canadian Lodging Outlook Quarterly 2016-Q4

2016 Tourism Industry 
Performance

Air Capacity to YVR International Visitor 
Arrivals to BC 

Vancouver Average 
Daily Rate

Vancouver 
RevPAR

Vancouver
Hotel Occupancy

US Overnight Visitor 
Arrivals to BC 

increase increase

increase increaseincrease

increase

13,630,881 5,532,065

$174.96 $135.3977.4%

3,620,975
7.7% 12.3%

7.75% 11.5%3.48%

10.9%

$

www.hipinsurance.ca
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Checks In
History

Three Vintage Properties 
that Tell the Story of 
Vancouver by Joanne Sasvari

14   InnFocus

In 1917, as war raged in Europe, Vancouver was 
hovering on the verge of becoming the city it is today. 
Work had just begun on what would one day be the 
Stanley Park Seawall. The Woodward’s’ Food Floor 
became the largest in the world. Women – well, some 
of them – got the right to vote. And on April 9, the BC 
Hotels Association was incorporated.
Already, the city was home to several hostelries, many 
of them rising from the ashes of the great fire that 
destroyed the young city in 1886. Here’s the story behind 
three of them.
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FairmontT he Moda
HotelVancouver

Hotel

A year after the fire, Vancouver was incorporated as a city and hired a group of planners 
to make it a modern one. While they laid out plans for electric lights, fireproof buildings 
and a functional street grid, they stayed and worked at the Victorian Hotel, conveniently 
located near Victory Square, which was then the city’s legal and financial district. 

The Victorian Hotel had opened at the corner of Homer and Pender in 1898, the same 
year the Province newspaper started printing, mainly to accommodate prospectors on 
their way to and from the Klondike Gold Rush. “We were one of the premium hotels at the 
time,” says general manager Brian McLauchlan. Rumour has it that even the legendary 
vaudeville star, Klondike Kate, stayed there.

But the glamour of the Gold Rush eventually faded, and the city centre edged away 
from Victory Square. By the late 1970s, like many of its neighbours, the Victorian Hotel 
had fallen into disrepute and disrepair. “From the late 1970s through to 1997 it was 
basically an extended-stay SRO place,” McLauchlan explains. 

In 1997, new owners bought the hotel and have been carefully renovating ever since. 
They’ve introduced a chic minimalist style while preserving the hotel’s heritage. “There’s 
that definite sense of history for those who are looking for it,” McLauchlan describes. 
It’s become especially popular with travellers from Western Europe, bohemian types 
who want to be near Gastown, and people who work in the film industry. 

By 1910, Vancouver was in the middle of a building 
boom. Its population had doubled in five years, 
reaching 120,847, and the city was spreading 
further and further from its Gastown origins. 
In the midst of the action, after more than 
a decade in the works, the Dufferin Hotel 
opened its doors at the corner of Smithe 
and Seymour.

It was the vision of John Edmeston Parr 
and Thomas Arthur Fee, the architectural 
team behind some of the city’s most 
famous buildings, including the Europe Hotel, Vancouver Block, and 
Manhattan Apartments. Named for Governor General Lord Dufferin, 
the hotel was the last word in high style with a lobby featuring an 
ornate mosaic floor and an elevator that whisked guests up to well-
appointed guest rooms.

However, like so many of the city’s historic properties, it fell out 
of fashion. Its historic details were hidden by shabby modern 
renovations and, by the 1980s and 1990s, the Duff was best 
known for its gay bar, a major landmark on the city’s lively 
LGBTQ scene.

Then in 2006, it was purchased by the Viaggio Hospitality 
Group, which stripped away the sad renovations to reveal a 
chic boutique property renamed the Moda Hotel. The original 
mosaic floor, the antique elevator and the crown mouldings 
are all back, and the hotel is home to some of the city’s most 
exciting food and drink destinations, including UVA Wine 
& Cocktail bar and Cibo Trattoria. 

The third time proved to be the charm for the Hotel 
Vancouver. The first, rather rustic version of the Canadian 
Pacific Railway hotel opened in 1888 at the corner of Georgia 
and Granville. It closed in 1916 to be reborn as a glamorous 
Italianate property where all Vancouver society gathered. 
Unfortunately, it was poorly constructed–it’s jokingly been 
called Vancouver’s first leaky condo–and was turned into army 
barracks during the Second World War and was destroyed in 1949.

Meanwhile, in 1928 ground was broken for the grand hotel that 
would become as much a Vancouver landmark as the North Shore 
Mountains or the Lion’s Gate Bridge. Jointly owned by the Canadian 
National and Canadian Pacific Railways, the new Hotel Vancouver 
opened in 1939 just in time for King George VI’s royal visit. Built in the 
chateau style, it was the tallest building in Vancouver, with an oxidized 
copper roof, dozens of gargoyles, and boilers so massive it provided 
steam to its neighbours, which included the provincial courthouse and 
Christ Church Cathedral.

Once again, all society flocked to the Hotel Vancouver–there was dancing 
to Dal Richards at the Panorama Roof and cocktails in the Timber Club. From 
1962 to 1988, it was operated by Hilton; then Canadian Pacific Hotels acquired 
it from CN, later changing its name to Fairmont Hotels & Resorts.

In 1996, the hotel underwent a massive renovation that opened up the lobby 
and stripped away the gaudy renovations of the 1960s. Today it is nearing 
completion of a major $12-million overhaul of the lobby and restaurant, ensuring 
its place as the “castle in the city”.

Hotel
Victorian
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Ensure your Guests’ 
Safety in an Emergency

by Alex van Tol

Keeping Your 
Property 
Safe, Secure, 
and Code 
Compliant

ADVERTISING FEATURE

On September 11, 2001, two jet airliners crashed into the twin towers of 
the World Trade Center. In the wake of the attack, much conversation 
revolved around the 2,606 people who died, 90% of them either at or 
above the zones of impact.

What didn’t make major headlines, however, were the nearly 
15,000 people who were inside the two skyscrapers on that early 
morning—and who, thanks to properly functioning fire doors, 
made it out alive. “The buildings door systems were designed to 
help people evacuate the stressed structures,” says Don Lopatka, 
principal of DDL Group.

Properly functioning door assemblies are essential for your hotel. 
Doors are responsible for a great deal beyond protection from fire: they 
protect against smoke, noise; they provide privacy and egress; and, 
increasingly important in today’s world, they provide ever-increasing 
levels of security (mechanically, wired and wireless). Ensuring your 
door assemblies are functional and up to code lets you provide for your 
guests’ safety while mitigating greater financial loss down the road. 
“If it’s done right,” explains Lopatka, “even when an emergency event 
occurs, you’re still allowing for the situation to be a lesser problem, 
rather than a greater problem.”

Engage the Experts
A door security and safety professional is a key member of your hospitality 
team, working with you to ensure your door assemblies are in line with 

local, provincial and national building codes. Certified as Architectural 
Hardware Consultants (AHC) and Fire Door Assembly Inspectors 
(FDAI), and with representatives based in Vancouver, Edmonton, 
Calgary and Winnipeg, DDL brings over three decades of expertise in 
hospitality, commercial, educational and institutional design to your 
team. Engaging the services of an AHC and FDAI for new builds or 
retrofits to an existing building means you’re guaranteeing compliance 
with the latest code standards, and ensuring your building is performing 
safely from product selection and application, to the final inspection.

Choose only products that are certified to Canadian standards. 
Working with a certified AHC/FDAI leaves no room for doubt. “Your 
building may be built with an older code version,” says Lopatka. “When 
you make changes, these need to be compliant of the new code & 
standards.” 

Product Solutions 
In hospitality, where there are competing demands for upgrades and 
budget allocation, upgrading door assemblies can seem daunting. 
But it doesn’t need to be. “There are products designed to work with 
existing buildings that are less invasive,” says Lopatka, “so you don’t 
have to make structural changes to your wall systems to make them 
work.” Timely Pre-finished Frames, for example, allow hoteliers to 
swap a prefinished code-compliant door and frame into an existing 
assembly with a minimum of down-time—or financial stress. It’s one 
easy move to upgrade fire, life safety and security.

Along with door and frame assembly upgrades, today’s technology 
options offer electronic locking solutions that support code 
requirements plus provide security and convenience to the user. Fobs, 
tags and the increasingly popular BLE Bluetooth are replacing card 

Inside a building, a fire doubles its size 
every seven seconds. 
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locks, allowing guests to bypass the front desk and head straight to their 
rooms. Salto Inspired Access’s JustIN app lets guests arrive at any 
time and access the areas they have permission to enter, including their 
room. Extra amenity options can be added upon check-in confirmation. 
The Salto system is packed with unique features, including scheduled 
credential validation, re-rooming, and easy lock function changes with 
no mechanical tools, which is perfect for hotels, long-term residences, 
and condominiums.

With new developments in access and convenience, e.g. fob and 
smartphone-driven door opening, there are even more boxes to tick in 
terms of security and encryption for your building. “Do your research 
into the Bluetooth credentials options to make sure they’re safe, secure 
as a card or FOB can be,” advises Lopatka. “Hotels need to use the right 
products for the application, and ensure these features are compliant 
and have achieved certain security standards.”

Your system is only as strong as its weakest link.  Lopatka states, 
“If you have a door to a suite and you want to upgrade from an older 
lockset to a new, you can make a new lockset work on the old door, but 
often you compromise the quality of the door.” Remember, the upgrade 
needs to not only include the locking solution, but the complete door 
assembly, which includes the door, frame, hinges, locksets, door 
closers and gasketing. Installation by a certified or approved installer 
increases the chance for the change to exceed expectations.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Go Pro
Building and engineering inspectors aren’t trained in detailed door 
assembly fire requirements, notes Lopatka. It’s in hoteliers’ best 
interests to hire a professional for a consultation to get a handle 
on what’s working and what could use some upgrades. “We’re big 
on solutions,” says Lopatka. “We look for code compliancy, and for 
something that fits the hotel’s budget. Ultimately, we’re about creating 
a win/win relationship that carries on long-term, where both parties 
feel good about doing business together.” 

Choose only products that are certified to 
Canadian standards. Working with a certified 

AHC/FDAI leaves no room for doubt.

Call Don Lopatka at DDL at 780-469-8303. 
Visit www.ddlgroup.net. 

www.ddlgroup.net
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Innovative Recruitment 
Strategies

Overcoming

Challenges

British Columbia is just coming off a tremendous year in tourism with 
most BC communities seeing an increase in visitation across 2016. While 

that is a welcomed trend, it also creates some interesting dynamics for 
hospitality operators. Add into the mix an aging labour pool and it all makes 

for a challenging situation for most businesses to find employees, especially 
employees with the right skills. 

Staffing
by Christine Willow

18   InnFocus
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BC continues to have the nation’s lowest unemployment rate, in 
large part driven by thriving and growing industries such as tourism, 
construction, IT/Tech, and professional services. With all those 
industries competing for employees, employers are faced with a 
‘perfect storm’ in terms of recruitment challenges. So, while some 
industries will continue to grow this year without access to a skilled 
labour force, many hospitality businesses will struggle to ensure they 
can properly serve all their guests.

We know there are people unemployed and looking for work in our 
communities, yet many businesses are still struggling with recruitment, 
retention, and accessing employees with the needed skill levels. In a 
recent HR survey, most employers indicated that finding workers with 
the right skills was the highest reason for difficulties when recruiting. 

So, what can an employer struggling to find employees do? 
Successfully addressing recruitment challenges requires employers 

to get creative and use a multifaceted approach to attract and keep 
the employees needed to operate an efficient business and meet 
customers’ expectations. 

Employee Groups
Targeted marketing and recruitment tactics are needed to attract 
mature workers, immigrants, youth, and Aboriginal people, as well as 
persons with disabilities. For each group, employers need to customize 
the way they engage with recruits and communicate job vacancies; in 
today’s multimodal world, how workers do their job search – and what 
attracts them to a job/employer – tends to vary by labour pool.
Mature Workers: The mature worker is more inclined to look for job 
postings in traditional media or well-known Internet job boards, and 
may be more inclined to want a part-time position. Employers can 
recruit those that have retired from their first career and now want to 
do something completely different or are looking for that last career. 
Youth: Today’s youth, on the other hand, almost solely engage and 
communicate on their mobile devices. This means not only posting jobs 
in multiple locations, but making sure your website (or the websites of 
those you choose to work with) is mobile friendly. If it is a challenge for 
youth to find the job information, they will likely give up; those under 
the age of 30 are looking for immediate answers and results, even when 
it comes to their job search.  

Students: Don’t forget to work with the colleges and universities in 
your community as both are in the business of developing talent and 
are always looking for co-op placements, work experience, and job 
opportunities for their students and graduates. As an example, on 
Vancouver Island, international student enrollment is up by 11% and 
many of these students are looking to stay in BC due to our globally 
high livability rating.  
First Nations: Get to know your First Nations neighbours in the 
community and work with your association to create Aboriginal Careers 
in Tourism. In many communities there is a young indigenous workforce 
that is looking for opportunities to gain valuable skills and experience.

The #1 recruitment tool to source job 
seekers was employee referral, followed 

by the company’s website and social 
media accounts.

Recruitment
In a recent Society for Human Resources survey, the #1 recruitment 
tool to source job seekers was employee referral, followed by the 
company’s website and social media accounts. These tools all have 
something in common; they rely on your company brand and reputation 
to find the ideal job candidate. 

What is your brand as an employer? It is not your logo or slogan, but 
rather what or who people think you are. Most likely, job seekers do not 
even know you, but have a perception of what it may be like to work for 
you or in your industry. Even if you don’t create your own recruitment 
brand, you still have one. Your company’s image in the community, the 
hospitality industry as an employment choice, and tourism stories in 
the media all impact your ability to recruit. 

By controlling your own image/brand, and by telling a story about 
who you are and what it is like to work at your company, you not only 
engage the job seeker, but also the passive candidate who is currently 
working elsewhere and may be interested in something new. Your 
corporate website, Facebook and LinkedIn pages, Twitter, etc., all need 
to be engaging and up to date. Post pictures of your team events and 
activities. Have your current employees provide testimonials and talk 
about what makes your company a great place to work.  Keep it current, 
keep it fresh, and remember it needs to be readable on mobile devices. 

When millennial job seekers Google your company, what will they 
find? What is your reputation as an employer? Do you give back to the 
community? What are others saying about your hotel?  
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go2HR has a presentation that you can give to local students to help them explore 
career opportunities in BC’s tourism industry. The Tourism Career Awareness 
Program (TCAP) presentation is interactive—designed specifically for Grade 10, 
11 and 12 secondary students.
The TCAP Presentation:
• Introduces the 5 sectors of tourism
• Explores the diversity of career opportunities across the 5 sectors and across  
 the province
• Highlights facts and figures on the size and scope of the industry including up- 
 to-date information on the growth in BC
• Provides insight into the career paths and occupations of tourism professionals
• Details the reasons why people choose careers in tourism
• Explains compensation levels in tourism
• Includes an interactive Q&A competition
• Recommends additional sources of information for career planning, education,  
 training and professional development
Contact go2HR at (604) 633-9787 to get your free presentation kit and then schedule 
a time to give the presentation at your local high schools.

Tourism Career 
Awareness Program

Innovative Recruitment Strategies
Here are some innovative recruitment ideas to consider:
Job Fairs - Try showcasing your business by hosting an open house 
for the public or holding an internal job fair.  Also, take advantage of 
community job fairs being offered around BC, usually at no cost to 
participating employers (beyond that of your time commitment). 
Non-traditional methods - A written job description on a job search 
site won’t necessarily make you stand out. A video or podcast, however, 
will do just that. Using non-traditional recruiting media is also your 
chance to convey your brand, what it is like to work there. It could be a 
fun video on YouTube, or a podcast where a current employee describes 
the position and your company. 

Keywords - When creating your job posting use keywords you think 
potential applicants might search for online¬¬–ones that speak to 
the target group. 
Look for talent in other industries - Are you receiving great service 
at a store? Let that person know that there are opportunities at your 
business. You can teach the skills required, but it is much harder to 
teach someone the willingness to go the extra mile or bring passion 
to the work place. 

Using non-traditional recruiting media is 
also your chance to convey your brand.

www.northweststoves.ca
www.sertacanada.com
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Multicultural Approach - Use multicultural 
newspapers and community centers to 
attract newcomers, or offer mentoring to new 
immigrants as a way to connect and engage 
with them. 
Email Signature - Add a line to your 
company email signature indicating that 
you are hiring.

Retention Strategies
Most importantly, it is much easier to keep the 
employees you have than to try and find new 
ones. Ensuring that you have best practices 
in place and being an employer that people 
want to work for will give you the advantage 
over other employers vying for the same 
person. Being an employer of choice goes 
beyond compensation and general benefits; 
it includes opportunities for professional 

growth and development, training, and 
career advancement. Even if you are a small 
business owner, you can provide training 
and professional development through your 
industry association. 

Another means of addressing retention 
and meeting the needs of your employees 
beyond the job itself, is to look into what 
may be causing them challenges and how 
you might support them. It may be as simple 
as providing a flexible workday or workweek 
so as to enable them to better care for their 
families. 

To keep the employees you have, make 
work a place they want to be, and afford them 
the opportunity to thrive.

Retention strategies look like they require 
significant effort on the employer’s part, 
and they do! But keep this in mind–it is 

less expensive to keep an employee than to 
recruit a new one. The cost of recruitment 
goes beyond the initial hiring expense; you 
must also consider any loss of productivity, 
the need for training, changes in service to 
your clients, etc.  

In 2017, employers will be challenged 
to maximize productivity while having 
a smaller labour pool to draw from and 
changing expectations by those seeking 
employment. By bringing some creativity 
and innovative solutions to the whole 
recruitment process, this tight labour market 
may be less daunting.

Christine Willow (CMC, RPR) is a Partner with 
Chemistry Consulting Group, specializing in 
providing recruitment, and human resources 
consulting services in tourism and hospitality.
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On January 23, 2017 a new Liquor Control 
and Licensing Act and Regulations came 
into effect. These are substantially a follow 
through to the BC Liquor Policy Review Final 
Report prepared by the John Yap. There 
were 73 recommendations in the report and 
in excess of 50 have been implemented. 
According to government, as of January 
23, 90% of the recommendations have been 
implemented. 

The new Act and Regulations are intended 
to consolidate the many policy changes that 
have been made over the last two-and-a-half 
years and to modernize many aspects of the 
operation of the Liquor Control and Licensing 
Branch (LCLB).

Some of the more important changes were 
contained in Policy Directives 16-14 through 
16-19, which were issued by the Branch on 
October 20, 2016. At the same time, the new 
regulations in whole were made available to 

the public and industry.
Following are highlights of the changes 

that directly affect hoteliers.

General Changes to Licensees 
(Policy Directive 16-14)
1. On a license transfer, the new owner of 
the license is responsible for any issues with 
respect to the license. Previously, it was the 
former owner’s responsibility, which caused 
issues during the transfer period at the 
Branch.
2. The requirement for a resident manager 
has been removed. There is a process of 
appointing a representative for specified 
duties and this should probably be filed by 
most licensees. There is no cost for filing an 
authorization.
3. Minor owners with less than 10% share 
transactions in a licensee do not need to be 

by Dennis Coates

Liquor Policy 
Review Process

New Liquor 
Control and 
Licensing Act 
& Regulations

reported to the Branch.
4. Serving it Right is no longer required 
for licensing, but is required for all parties 
working in the establishment.
5. Local government can authorize staff to 
make recommendations rather than requiring 
a formal council resolution.
6. There will be a two-year time limit on 
dormancy, and any current dormant license 
must either leave dormancy or request an 
extension by January 2019.

Food Primary & Catering 
(Policy Directive 16-15)
1. Liquor service hours can be extended by 
the Branch without local government input, 
in certain circumstances.
2. License changes must now be reported 
within a specified time.
3. Hotel guests are permitted to take drinks 
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from licensed areas to their rooms through 
unlicensed areas.
4. Dual licensing is now allowed again, so a 
licensee can have a Food Primary operation 
during the day and Liquor Primary operation 
at night.
5. Banquet rooms can now allow patrons 
to bring their own wine into licensed areas, 
which is great for weddings.  
6. Establishments without a primary focus 
on food, such as spas, barbershops, or 
bookstores, may obtain a Liquor Primary 
license.
7. Caterers including Food Primary and 
Liquor Primary operators with a catering 
endorsement can store alcohol off site, but 
must file the LCLB form designating where 
it is stored.

Liquor Primary 
(Policy Directive 16-16)
1. Liquor Primary (LP) licenses can relocate 
anywhere in the province and not just in their 
local neighbourhood.
2. Hotels can serve guests a complimentary 
drink at check-in.
3. The Branch must be notified online of any 
“liquor-free event”, which ends after 8:00 pm, 
14 days in advance of the event. 

4. Normal non-LP facilities, such as cooking 
schools and art galleries, can apply for a LP 
license.
5. LPs that have off-sales endorsements can 
deliver liquor.
6. Concert halls and live entertainment 
facilities can now allow minors into events 
and serve alcohol.
7. Local government and the Branch can 
process LP applications at the same time, 
which will speed up the approval process.
8. There are provisions to allow minors in 
licensed recreational facilities after 10:00 pm, 
however, specific conditions apply.
9. Golf course patrons can take a drink from 
one service area to another. The issue will 
revolve around defining service areas i.e. 
practice areas for putting and driving ranges, 
which are part of the course.

Special Event Permit Replaces the 
Special Occasion License 
(Policy Directive 16-18)
1. Businesses can run separate events and 
simply identify the non-profit or charitable 
organization that will benefit.
2. Left over product does not need to be 
returned, but can be “given away” at the end 
of an event.

Compliance and Enforcement 
(Policy Directive 16-19)
1. A licensee can elect between a suspension 
and a monetary fine on a first offence.
2. The Branch can reconsider decisions 
on specified grounds rather than having to 
apply for a Judicial Review, which is very time 
consuming and expensive.
3. If an appeal of an enforcement matter 
does require a Judicial Review, it must be 
commenced within 30 days.
4. The prescribed penalty schedule will 
continue and the Adjudicator will be unable 
to differentiate between good operators and 
bad operators. It is also worth noting that 
a licensee’s compliance history must now 
always be taken into effect. 
Lastly, licensees are reminded of the 
requirement to retain all records for six years. 
This was the rule under current regulation 
34 and continues under new regulation 80. 
It includes all liquor and sales records, plus 
employee and incident reports.

Dennis P. Coates, Q.C. is with MJB Lawyers 
and can be reached at 250-319-4808 or dpc@
mjblaw.com.

www.BCHotelAssociation.com
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Emphasizing Alignment and 
Public Private Partnership

Historic Hotel 
Tax and Market 

Agreement 

“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together 
is success.” Henry Ford

Almost two years ago, the commercial accommodation sector in Victoria began 
working with Tourism Victoria and the City of Victoria on a renewed funding 

agreement under the province’s Municipal Regional District Tax (MRDT) program. 
This new agreement came into effect January 1, 2017. 

Victoria’s

by Paul Nursey

24   InnFocus
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“This agreement provides a solid foundation for a new generation of 
tourism growth in Victoria,” says Bill Lewis, chair of Tourism Victoria’s 
Board of Directors and General Manager of the Magnolia Hotel and Spa. 
“This updates framework that was almost 30 years old. It was time for 
renewal and modernization and we’re so pleased the City of Victoria 
and our community—hotel, motel and commercial bed-and-breakfast 
operators—supported the path we charted.”
The renewed relationship achieves the following four elements:

1. Tourism Victoria is granted Eligible Entity status for Destination 
Marketing.
With this change, the City of Victoria drops its grandfathered status 
under the MRDT program, allowing Tourism Victoria to become the 
Eligible Entity for MRDT. This means that, rather than requiring city 
council to renew our tax status every year, we are now on a five-year 
renewal cycle with the accommodation sector also getting a vote. 

This puts Victoria in line with all community Destination Marketing 
Organizations (DMOs) created after 1997. Importantly, it gives Tourism 
Victoria a medium-term planning horizon and predictability for our 
marketing. This allows the organization to focus on building the 
business.
It is notable that this is the first time under the MRDT program in British 
Columbia’s history that a DMO has been removed from grandfathered 
status, where renewal and approval of funds rested solely with city 
council. Victoria has now moved to a system where industry also has 
a voice. This is an important milestone.  

2. Tourism Victoria has taken on sales and marketing at the Victoria 
Conference Centre (VCC), deepening the Victoria Conference 
Optimization Network (VCON) partnership.
Having an innovative, private-sector oriented association take the lead 

Victoria has now moved to a system 
where industry also has a voice. This is 

an important milestone.

on sales and marketing at the Victoria Conference Centre has already 
driven increased results and transparency. The city is booking more 
business in advance and there is better transparency in how leads for 
hotel rooms are distributed.
Efficiencies are being achieved to further improve results. This has 
reduced duplications from the past when both Tourism Victoria and 
the VCC had sales and marketing functions for  meetings business. 
There is now one big team under Tourism Victoria’s representation. 

www.parknfly.ca
www.bchospitalityfoundation.com
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4. The accommodation sector voted voluntarily to raise the MRDT 
from 2% to 3%. 
This increase will fund marketing and allow Victoria to compete with 
other destinations that are already (or will soon be) investing at that 
level. The framework of this renewed relationship supports the position 
of the BC Hotel Association (BCHA) and its four recommendations to 
enhance the MRDT program.
The accommodation sector voted 70% in favour of this new agreement 
and it was passed unanimously by Victoria City Council.  
What makes this agreement landmark is that it is truly a win-win-win. 
Tourism Victoria receives funding certainty, the accommodation sector 
has a voice when the program’s renewal comes up in 2021, and the 

As a result, dedicated sales representatives can be added in Ottawa 
and San Francisco.  

3. The Tourism Industry, through Tourism Victoria, will make a $1 
million contribution towards the David Foster Harbour Pathway, 
focused on Phase 2 of the Belleville Street Terminal. 
This will be paid over 10 years, and matches the City of Victoria’s $1 
million contribution. 
Both the pathway and completion of the Belleville Street Terminal are 
important priorities in the City of Victoria’s strategic plan. The industry 
contribution is a vital piece as it helps secure resourcing for Phase Two 
of the Belleville International Terminal.

  December   Year to Date

Tourism Statistics 2016 2015 Variance 2016 2015 Variance

Average Occupancy  58.25%  53.97%  4.28%  74.23%  70.16%  4.07% 
Average Daily Rate  $129.60  $121.87  $7.73  $159.55  $147.74  $11.81 
RevPAR $75.50  $65.78  $9.72  $118.43  $103.65  $14.78 
Victoria Int’l Airport 156,815  142,393  10.13%  1,856,099  1,710,825 8.49% 
Victoria Conference Centre 940  940  0 106,808  96,590  10.58% 
(Delegate Days)

Increased collaboration and 
innovation with regards to sales and 
marketing at the Victoria Conference 

Centre helps everyone

City of Victoria will receive dedicated resourcing for a key piece of 
infrastructure that will benefit locals and visitors alike.  
Increased collaboration and innovation with regards to sales and 
marketing at the Victoria Conference Centre helps everyone.

Whereas in some municipalities there have been disputes between 
local governments and industry about who controls the MRDT, in 
Victoria, we took the initiative proactively, sat down maturely, and 
devised a program in which where everyone wins.  We can now focus 
on building future business that will benefit the accommodation sector, 
the tourism industry, and our local government.   
We have moved past old divisions of fighting over a slice of the pie and, 
instead, we are pooling our resources to grow the pie for all concerned.  
Tourism Victoria continues to strive to be an organization worthy of 
partnership, public-policy support, and investment.

Paul Nursey is President and CEO, Tourism Victoria.

Souce: Chemistry Consulting Victoria Tourism Bulletin

www.firstdata.ca
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BCHA MEMBER BENEFITS

The BC Hotel Association (BCHA) has been 
working hard to develop a number of fantastic 
new programs that we feel will tremendously 
benefit our hotel members.

Jason Cheskes, president of Above The 
Line Solutions, has really gone above and 
beyond in his quest to source companies that 
offer our hotels the best industry pricing and 
savings. These BCHA preferred vendors are 

by Louise Thompson

well-established and ultra-professional. Many 
are already highly respected and trusted by 
hotels across the province and the country. 
Some of these companies have been BCHA 
members for a number of years, while others 
are new to the Association.

We’ve already had some extremely 
positive feedback from our members who 
have recently purchased items from these 

companies. These suppliers are working 
very hard to reach out to all our hotel 
members to show how your property can 
benefit from their exclusive BCHA member 
programs.

Please don’t hesitate to contact our office 
if you need assistance in finding a product 
or service.

Premier Programs

FF&E
Textiles

Guestroom Supplies

Hotel Operations

Financial
Insurance

Staffing
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Programs for 
BCHA Members

Some significant changes are taking place in the supply landscape. 
Aside from just the balance of the Canadian dollar, new overseas 

suppliers are changing the landscape fueled by foreign ownership. 

Cost-Saving
by Jason Cheskes

28   InnFocus

Engagement in
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The biggest impact may be from the huge 
amount of consolidation that is taking 
place. Examples in the hospitality industry 
include: Fairfax now owning Cara, Prime, 
Original Joes, and the majority share of Keg 
Restaurants; Restaurant Brands adding 
Popeyes to their control of Burger King 
and Tim Hortons; Simmons merging with 
Serta; Accor purchasing Fairmont-Raffles; 
and Marriott acquiring both Starwood and 
Delta. One of Marriott’s stated benefits for 
the acquisition, mentioned in their November 
press release, is to “realize increased 
efficiency by leveraging economies of scale 
in areas such as procurement.” The emerging 
issue is that these morphed entities put more 
pressure on supplier pricing, and ultimately 
suppliers need to increase pricing elsewhere. 
If your hotel hasn’t taken steps to protect 
itself from these realities, then you are most 
certainly paying more than you need to.

In response to pricing variances, 
associations like the BC Hotel Association 
(BCHA) have been working diligently to 
thwart escalating prices and create cost-
saving programs to assist their members to 
be more successful. This is especially true 
for independent hotels, small chains, and 
even in some cases, the branded franchisee. 
Wise operators have begun to realize that 
by engaging in effective examinations of 
where they can take advantage of group 

purchasing programs, such as the BCHA’s 
Member Benefit Program, they are realizing 
opportunities to save.

Let’s face it, not many people in our 
industry have a lot of extra time in their day, 
yet the reality is that investing time is required 
to fully understand an area of supply and 
the companies in it. Without this effort, you 
likely don’t have everything you need to buy 
most effectively. Ask yourself: Do you or your 
manager really have the specific knowledge 
about suppliers’ business models and the 
skills required to negotiate each purchase 
you make effectively? Could that time not be 
better used focusing on generating business 
and running your hotel? That is why it’s so 
valuable to get help from people who have 
already invested the time negotiating with 
suppliers and developing improved pricing 
models for their members and clients.

There are many reasons that almost every 
hotel is paying more in purchasing products 
and services than it should. Most reasons 
are based on misconceptions, incorrect 
information having been provided, false 
confidence that their supplier relationships 
will result in better pricing, and insufficient 
time and/or interest in fully understanding 
the options. While not every purchasing 
agreement made by others may be right for 
your situation, invest the time to understand 
what is available to you and ensure that all 

of your managers and staff who are involved 
in ordering are aware of those programs as 
well. It may be the best ROI you will see for 
an investment of your time.
Key ways to save on purchases:

• Choose a few areas of supply to review 
each quarter and engage in speaking with 
vendors you may not be working with.

• Talk to the people that are there to help 
you, such as provincial associations, or if 
applicable, brand procurement teams. You 
don’t need to follow their advice, but it will 
always be worth your time. 

• Read materials sent to you and ask 
questions if you don’t understand all the 
elements.

• Manage your buying reputation. You 
may be surprised to hear this, but you likely 
have a reputation and it undoubtedly affects 
how suppliers work with you.

Jason Cheskes has been both an operator 
and a vendor. He is President of Above 
The Line Solutions, a company working 
with operators and suppliers for improved 
business relationships and outcomes related 
to procurement. He is considered an authority 
on hospitality related Group Purchasing 
Organizations in Canada, operates the 
Superior Lodging Endorsed Vendor program 
for over 200 properties, and supports the 
BCHA on its Member Benefit Program. 
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BC HOSPITALITY FOUNDATION UPDATE

As part of the hospitality industry, we know 
the importance of recruiting and training 
the best. We work alongside the industry 
to support workers in BC to be the finest 
nationwide.

The BCHF has an extensive scholarship 
program for students in hospitality studies. 
More scholarships are to be announced this 
year – stay tuned!

Annually, the BCHF Scholarship Program 
awards scholarships worth nearly $30,000. 
This program is more than just grants. In 
fact, we work with colleges, universities, and 
hospitality and culinary schools as well as 
industry partners to identify, support, and 
encourage future leaders. Many recipients 
report that a BCHF scholarship has enabled 
them to pursue their hospitality-related 
dreams.

Since 2011, the BCHF and the Chef’s Table 
Society of BC have partnered together to 
present culinary scholarships to support the 
next generation of leaders. The program 
has since supported 20 students enrolled in 
related culinary programs. 

The 2016 awards were presented in 
January. This year’s $1,000 recipients are: 
Anita Bolton (Pacific Institute of Culinary 
Arts), Derek Booth (Okanagan College), Myles 
Glover (Coast Mountain School District), 
Amanda Rizzo (Vancouver Island University), 
Cassidy Craig Watters (Northwest Culinary 
Academy).

This year’s scholarships were sponsored 
by Sysco Vancouver, Gordon Food Service, 
Xclusively BC, White Spot, Evolve Cellars, 
and Kathy Fitzpatrick (photography).

In February, the BCHF presented its 2017 
Sommelier Scholarships at the Vancouver 
Wine Festival’s Celebrating Excellence: the 
14th Annual Awards Lunch. Sponsored by 
Okanagan Crush Pad and Authentic Wine 
and Spirits Merchants. Up to four $1,000 
scholarships are awarded every year. 

Scholarship Winners

L-R: Derek Booth, Amanda Rizzo, Anita Bolton, Myles Glover, Cassidy Craig Watters. 
Photo courtesy of Kathy Fitzpatrick

L-R: Richard Carras (sponsor), Dawn Schultz, Kaela Augustine, Maude Renaud-Brisson, Kristi Linneboe, Christine Coletta (sponsor) 
Photo courtesy of Christine McAvoy / Vancouver International Wine Festival

This year’s winners are Kaela Augustine 
(Chambar), Kristi Linneboe (L’Abattoir), 
Maude Renaud-Brisson (Chambar), and 
Dawn Schultz (West Restaurant).

Are you interested in a BCHF scholarship 
or know someone who might qualify? 
Visit www.bchospitalityfoundation.com/
scholarships. 
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